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Chairman’s Statement
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I present the results of the Company and

of the Group for the year ended 31 March 2002.

Final Dividends

The Directors do not recommend any final dividend for the year ended 31

March 2002 (2001: Nil).

Business Review

1. Travel business

This past year has been a difficult year for the Group. The sudden episode

of “911” plunged the global economy into difficulty, with the travel industry

being one of the hardest hit. Coupled with slumped local economy and

escalating unemployment rate, people have in general

adopted a more conservative money spending habit

resulting in a considerable decrease in our long-

haul tour customers especially to the United States,

Europe and the Mediterranean. Deluxe tours have

also recorded a corresponding decrease. Due to

all these external factors, the Group’s turnover and

revenue were dropped from the previous year.

In light of such depressed operating environment, our

Group implemented several strategies to attract business

and maintain our competitiveness. One of these was

continuous adjustment in package tours fees which inevitably affected

our profit margin. Other than that, our management undertook cost

reduction measures throughout the Group, namely closing down small

scale branches and restructuring our operation team. A more stringent

control on expenses was adopted such as re-negotiating with suppliers

to obtain more favourable terms.

2. Transportation service

Our subsidiary, Trans-Island Limousine, maintained its leading market

share in the Hong Kong-China cross-border bus market and the total

number of passengers has increased by 4% comparing with the

corresponding period of the preceding year. This increase was mainly

attributed to the rising demand in Airport Chinalink. As such, we have

increased the bus frequency early this year to cater the growing demand.

Besides, the steady growth of passengers in our franchised Hong Kong-

Shenzhen Airport direct bus services brought a new income stream to

our Group.

911

4%
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Faced with increasingly intensed competition in the transportation service

market, the Group has facilitated effective utilization of its resources by

ceasing operation of the less profitable routes and focused its resources

on expanding and developing the profit making routes. Meanwhile,

through the mass media, Trans-Island Limousine gained increasing

publicity. Together with the introduction of Ananda Wing On Travel VIP

Club to the public, Trans-Island Limousine notably broadened its clientele

base.

Our Group has obtained a cross border bus licence running between

Hong Kong International Airport and the mainland issued by Hong Kong

Airport Authority – Airport Chinalink. In view of the increasing passengers

between Hong Kong and the mainland, our Group expected to capture

more market shares in the cross-border bus market.

Despite the declining hotel occupancy rate, reflecting the global

economic downturn, Airport Hotelink maintained a reasonable income

and retains its leading market position.

3. China market

A joint venture established in Hong Kong between the Group and CYTS

(Hong Kong) Limited, CYTS Wing On Travel Service Company Limited,

has been targeting the visitors from the mainland to Hong Kong. With

the abolition of the quota system for “Hong Kong Tours” in this January,

simplification of immigration procedures and promotion of inbound travel

by the HKSAR Government, visitors from the mainland to Hong Kong

has increased significantly and our joint venture has recorded a

reasonable profit.

In addition, the development of a joint venture established in Guangzhou

between the Group and , Wing On International Travel

Service Ltd. Guangdong, has came into light and made a positive

contribution to the Group’s revenue. Currently, a large number of the

Group’s package tours to Guangdong province are organised by Wing

On International Travel Service Ltd. Guangdong. Therefore, low operating

costs and quality tour services can be ensured.
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Chairman’s Statement
Prospects

Our Group believes the coming year will be more positive as the global

economy has already shown signs of recovery and we will concentrate in

improving cost base and exploring new adventurous journeys. Through the

efforts of the management team, we are well positioned to take advantage of

a recovery in the Hong Kong economy. The Group also has the financial

strength to take advantage of any opportunities and challenges that may

arise.

As to the inbound travel operations, both the PRC and HKSAR Government

made efforts in implementing favourable policies which are very supportive

towards the development of Hong Kong travel industry. In relation to the

outbound travel operations, local people desiring to visit the United States

and Europe, which has once been decreased sharply owing to the “911

Event”, is starting to increase gradually. For that reason, the Group is optimistic

that the outbound travel operation will recover in the coming year as the

turnover for long-haul tour picks up.

Besides, a growing number of foreign airlines are negotiating with relevant

authorities in relation to the arrangement of arrival flights and a couple of

airlines from the Philippines, Thailand and Finland have successfully joined in

last year. The increase of operating airlines means more seating capacity will

be available and air fare is expected to reduce accordingly. Our development

in new vacation packages shall definitely benefit from such competitive air

fare and our outbound tour income shall ultimately be boosted.

The Group undertook a major restructuring this year. This includes the

completion of subscribing new shares by Million Good Limited, and the

issuance of convertible notes to Hutchison International Limited, China

Enterprises Limited, Capital Strategic Investment Limited and Sinolink

Worldwide Holdings Limited. Also, at the special general meeting which held

on July this year, the shareholders has approved the subscription of new

shares by Japan Air System Hong Kong Limited, Dobetta Enterprises Ltd.

and Beijing Tourism Group. Introduction of these strategic partners would

definitely strengthen the Group’s financial position. Given their extensive

experience in the travel industry and in operating management, future business

expansion of the Group and consolidation of the Group’s business in the

PRC can be achieved.

911

Million Good Limited

Hutchison International

Limited  China Enterprises Limited  

 Dobetta Enterprises Ltd.
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The structure of consumption in the PRC has reached a new level, with

travel consumption becoming a hot spot. With the progressive economic

growth in the PRC, the accession to the World Trade Organization and the

hosting of the 2008 Olympic Games, inbound and outbound

travel of the PRC for business or vacation will become

a commonplace.

The Group is a well-known expert in the

travel industry and its management has

extensive experience in marketing and

promoting tour business. Most importantly, we have

far-reaching global network in tour operation. With such

expertise and connections, no doubt we can obtain competitive

prices from our suppliers and the Group is optimistic that our turnover and

revenue will certainly be boosted when expanding into the PRC tour market.

In order to vie the lucrative PRC market, the Group plans to establish offices

in the more developed and densely populated cities in the mainland. To this

end, the Group will acquire the PRC local travel agents in order to capitalize

on their connections and networks in the market. The Group is presently

negotiating with the relevant authority in the PRC for the right of operation of

outbound (overseas, Hong Kong and Macau) tour. Once the right is granted,

our PRC offices can offer an “one-stop” travel service for local and outbound

tours. In view of the captive market of the outbound travelers of the PRC, it is

imperative for the Group to establish its presence in the PRC to tap this

positive development.

With rising demands in travel information hot-line, human resources will be

allocated thereto such that our Group can expand our hot-line centre service

by extending service hours and providing comprehensive information.

Meanwhile, we are aggressively marketing the Wing On Travel Web Site which

provides travel information and tour booking services to local residents as

well as customers in our vicinity all day night. Our customers can enjoy our

excellent service through the hot-line centre and web site services.
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Chairman’s Statement
As aforesaid, the Group’s transportation service has already been enhanced

by reorganizing our cross-border bus transportation services. The latest trend

shows that shopping, traveling and working in the mainland is becoming

very popular and the Group will focus in certain fast-growing areas, such as

Shenzhen and Dongguan. In view of that, the Group plans to increase the

cross-border bus frequency to improve our competitiveness with the KCR,

such that we can capture the potential market of passengers from Hong

Kong to Shenzhen and Dongguan.

Consequent to obtaining the bus service

franchise running between Hong Kong

In te rna t iona l  A i rpor t  and

Shenzhen Airport, the Group is

negotiat ing with the PRC

domestic airlines to seek for

opportunities to set up strategic

partnerships. Such partnership will

target the Taiwanese travelers to use our

franchised Hong Kong – Shenzhen Airport

bus service; and take Shenzhen Airport as a

transit point to other cities of the PRC. This

arrangement can benefit our Group as well as the

PRC domestic airlines when there is a substantial increase in the Shenzhen

Airport capacity. The Group will also make similar arrangement with other

international and domestic transportation services to make use of our Hong

Kong – Shenzhen Airport bus service. As to the cross-border transportation

market, we will also put the focus in the PRC. The Group is exploring and

investigating opportunities of entering into alliances with other transportation

companies in order to expand its market share in passenger transportation

business in the PRC.
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Appreciation

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank all staff for their hard

work and dedicated efforts during the year and hope that they will continue

to work even harder to raise our service standards and improve the Group's

performance.

I would also like to express our gratitude to the shareholders for their trust in,

and support to the Board of Directors and the management of the Group.

Chan Yeuk Wai

Chairman

Hong Kong, 26 July 2002


